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Case study
Catalan nationalism and the naturalization of social difference



Intro

• Before “the Process”, Catalan nationalism was often viewed as “civic” & “inclusive”
→particularly in opposition to Basque nationalism, which was (rightly) characterized as 
“ethnoracial”, and “exclusionary”

• This interpretation was probably based on the idea that Catalan nationalism was 
built on “linguistic difference”
• Since language is an “achieved/able” characteristic, Catalan nationalism was viewed as open 

to the integration of others (integration as a straight-line unidirectional process)
→ “És català tota persona que viu i treballa a Catalunya i qye vol serho/ Every person who lives 
and works in Catalonia and who wants to be Catalan is a Catalan”

• Yet clear signs of “Hispanophobia” during the “Process”→ intense boundary-making 
dynamics

• Crisis & conflict heighten boundary-making dynamics,  but the leaders of the 
Process used a “template” that they did not invent…



Intro

My argument:

• The interpretation of Catalan nationalism as “civic” is disingenuous

• Catalan nationalism has drawn on extreme forms of outgroup categorization 
including ethnosomatic essentialism and racialization  since its inception 

• These boundary-making process are not anecdotal exceptions to a “civic” 
core but are central to the formation and evolution of Catalan nationalism 

• Such intense social categorization processes have the potential to cause 
severe forms of prejudice, discrimination, exclusion and ethnic violence



Method

• Quotes from key figures of Nationalism from the XIX to the XXI centuries to illustrate the extent 
to which extreme forms of cultural essentialism, ethnic somatization and racialization have been at 
the centre of Catalan nationalism 

• Use these quotes to identify 

1. The 4 processes of somatization of ethnic difference discussed in Lecture 3_1 

1. Haematization

2. Colorization

3. Pathogeneization

4. Animalization

2. The “discursive technology” used by boundary makers to promote outgroup rejection

• Visceral triggers

• Mirroring 



Quotes from the founding fathers

• Valentí Almirall (Politician, journalist and lawyer, 1841-1920) 

“Since the most remote times in history, a great variety of different races took root in our 
peninsula, but without ever merging. In later times they formed two groups: Castilian and 
Basque-Aragonese or Pyrenean. Now, the character and traits of both groups are 
diametrically opposed. […] The central-southern group, due to the influence of the Semitic 
blood that owes to the Arab invasion, is distinguished by its dreaming spirit, by its disposition 
to generalize, by its fondness for luxury, magnificence and bombast in the manners. The 
Pyrenean group, coming from primitive races, manifests itself as much more positivists. Its 
inventiveness, analytical and robust like its territory, goes straight to the bottom of things, 
without stopping in the forms.” 

Almirall, V. España Tal Como Es. [1886] 1983:196 in Caja 2009:60).



Quotes from the founding fathers

• Pompeu Gener (Journalist and dramatist, 1848-1920)

“In Spain, the population can be divided into two races. The Aryan (Celtic, Greco-Latin, Goth), 
that is, from the [river] Ebro to the Pyrenees; and that which occupies from the Ebro to the Strait 
[Gibraltar], which, in its most part, is not Aryan but Semitic, Pre-Semitic and fully Mogolic [Gypsy] 
[…] Us [Catalans], who are Indo-Germanics, in origin and at heart, cannot stand the 
preponderance of such elements of inferior races”. Pompeu Gener, Heregías (1887)

“We believe that our people are of a race superior to that of the majority that make up Spain. We 
know from science that we are Aryans […] We will also tend to expel everything that was 
imported to us from the Semites from the other side of the Ebro: fatalistic Moorish customs”. 

Gener, P. 1900. introducing the Manifest dels Supernacionals/Manifest of the Supernationals in the Setmana Catalanista, 
later reproduced in N 1 of La Juventut

• NOTE: Pompeu Gener studied in Paris and was influenced by the biologicist nationalism of Jules Soury and 
by the French Racial Anthropology (as established by the Société de Anthhtopologie funded by Paul Broca). 
He is responsible of introducing the racist doctrine in Catalonia





Quotes from the founding fathers

• Enric Prat de la Riba (Politician, lawyer & writer, First President of the 
Mancomunitat de Catalunya, 1870-1917)

“The Castilians, who are generally designated by foreigners as Spaniards, are a 
people in which the Semitic character is predominant; the Arab and African blood 
that the frequent invasions of the peoples of the south have inoculated him is 
revealed in his way of being, thinking, feeling and in all the manifestations of his 
public and private life”. 

Prat de la Riba. 1898. La Question Catalane. L’Espagne et la Catalogne. Notice adressée a la 
presse européenne par le comité nationaliste catalan de Paris, D. Dumoulin et Cie., París, 1898, 

p. 6..

“Catalonia [is]…, the main representative of European civilization in that poorly-tied 
bundle of African Kabilas embodied by the Spanish State.” 
Prat de la Riba, E. 1899. “La salvació d’Espanya II”, La Veu de Catalunya, I/42, 12 

de febrero de 1899, ed. de la mañana, [p. 1] 



Quotes from the founding fathers

• Antoni Rovira i Virgili, linguist, writter, politician, 1882-1949) 

“Race is the irreducible factor that explains, ultimately, the qualities of men and the history of 
peoples […] Theories that practically deny the fact of racial differences seem to us completely 
pseudo-scientific […]  [Race] represents an ethnic, fixed, invariable background .. [Historical 
character] represents a subsequent and successive contribution` … [and thus] joining the notions 
of 'race' and 'historical character', we have the 'historical race', the 'national race', different from 
the anthropological or natural race. We nationalists allude to the former when we speak, for 
example, of the Catalan race”.  

Rovira I Virgili, A. 1922. Historia Nacional de Catalunya, I:4-6 in Caja 2009:307)

“Every official school in a foreign language is an enemy fortress in our own territory. And it is 
necessary to counteract their action by building the strengths of national education”. 

Rovira I Virgili, A. [1917]1982. Nacionalisme i Federalisme, p.214 in Caja 2009:318)



..the “invasion” as a threat to the Catalan race

• (Dr.) Hemenegild Puig i Sais (President of the Academy and Laboratory of Medical 
Sciences of Catalonia, 1860-1941) 

“The invasion produced by the economic and demographic imbalance must naturally produce 
ethnic effects, a degeneration of our race, which we must strive to preserve pure” […]  

It is therefore advisable that we try to increase the number of pure Catalans, to fight in all 
areas, since by increasing the number while increasing in culture, the fight will be more favorable 
to us because we also have to accept the force of culture, which it is always an important factor in 
the struggle between races ...” (Puig I Salas 1915:33-34)

Puig I Sais, H. 1915. El Problema de la Natalitat a Catalunya: Un Gravissim Perill per la Nostra Patria, 
presented at the Inauguralñ Session of the Academy and Laboratory of medical Sciences of 
Catalonia (l'Academia i Laboratori de Ciencias Médiques de Catalunya) on November 24, 1915.  



..the “invasion” as a threat to the Catalan race

• Pere Màrtir Roseell i Vilar (Veterinary, politican, congressman for ERC, 1882-1933) 

“Catalonia, which until now has been absorbing all immigrants, Catalonia will be absorbed ... Well, 
against this fact... A particular action must manifest itself as  a defense of the race, in the sense 
that the race, the Catalan race, makes the effort of not allowing ourselves to be absorbed by the 
foreign element. […]… if now we allow ourselves to be absorbed by this continued influx of 
immigration, we run the risk that Catalan culture will suffer a great blow, as it always happens 
when there is a mixture of races. When races are miscegenated, they do not produce anything ... 
they do not create anything of their own. […] Logically the conclusion must be reached that the 
facts of Catalan culture come directly from the Catalan race. […] Well, I have to say to your 
Honorable Members that there is something more firm, not just than the socialist doctrine, but 
firmer than all the doctrines of the world, and that thing is race! [transcript records expressions of 
approval from both majority (ERC) and minority (Catalan League) benches] […] Deputies, I would 
like to dispel all kinds of misgivings that there may be in relation to the word race”.

Parlament de Catalunya. 1933. Diari de Sessions. Sesión del 16 de Marzo de 1933. In Caja 2009, 
Vol.II:136-138



..the “invasion” as a threat to the Catalan race

• Francesc Macià i Llussà (Lieutenant Colonel, politician, founder of Estat Català –
paramilitary organization  and director of the homonymous magazine, President of the 
Generalitat of Catalonia -1931-33-, 1859-1933) 

“This filth of garbage that has filled the indignation of so many… [referring to a garbage collectors’ 
strike in Barcelona], has not terrified us much, [as we are] used to enduring the existence of 
another larger filth - "flora" of the whole year - the immense gypsy "class" of people who have 
been gangrening Barcelona for a long time; all this rotting decaying slums, where evil and the 
"microbe" are engendered and where the "quality" of a race spreads ... [...] 

And of the above-mentioned slums –and when I say slums, I mean Spain— are daughters all 
street and cabaret prostitutes who poison the lives of our youth”. 

“Inmundícies...”, L’Estat Català, II/15, 15 de junio de 1923, p. 3

https://ddd.uab.cat/pub/estcat/estcat_a1923m6d15n15.pdf



..the “invasion” as a threat to the Catalan race

“Blood mixture:

… the individual of Catalan-Castilian blood (in the broadest sense) is hybrid, infertile, as it could not 
be otherwise. It is not Catalan or Spanish. He will not hate Catalonia, but he will not love it either. […]

Solutions:

1st No Catalan man nor Catalan woman worthy of such a name will admit a marriage with a 
Spanish individual or son of Spaniards. […]

4th We shall consider such unions anti-Catalan … and, as such, we will fight them. 

5th We [will] declare a bad Catalan he or she who, after having made such reflections, makes the 
marriage.

6th We shall not forget that without clean blood, virgin of blood "crosses", it is impossible to do 
anything of profit.

7th And we shall not forget that… if love is a great, immense thing and its loss a terrible 
misfortune, Catalonia must be our Supreme Love and that She is above everything.”

Genevès Moles, Josep. 1931. “Pro-Catalunya Lliure. Les causes del nostre anorreament nacional. Barreja de 
sangs”, Nosaltres sols!, I/33, 21 de noviembre de 1931, p. 3



Instructing the Catalan legionaries

“Consider, son of Catalonia, that all men of this land carry in their nature the strength of their race.

The race is the same language, the same tradition; an art and science of its own; a natural and defined 
characterization.

The race is made by the land.

The land and the race are your Homeland.

The land is like mother; you only have one.

One country, one flag.

And you, young Catalan, what is your homeland?

Ah, may your soul rebel angrily blaming you for so much shame!

How come you don't defend Catalonia?

Why don't you speak or write whenever possible in the language your mother taught you? …”

Catecisme del Jove Patriota. Edited by Oficina de Redacció i Porpaganda de L’Estat Català,  April 15 1923 (Likley written by
Daniel Cardona, in Caja 2009:351-52)





Quotes from the founding fathers

• Jordi Pujol i Soley, politician, founder and leader of Convergencia Democrática 
de Catalunya, President of the Generalitat btw 1980 and 2003, 1930-

“The Andalusian man is not a coherent man, is an anarchic man. He is a destroyed 
man […] a man not fully made, a man who has been suffering from hunger for 
hundreds of years and lives in a state of ignorance and cultural, mental and spiritual 
misery. He is an unrooted man, incapable of having an ample sense of community. 
[…] If by the force of numbers he were to dominate, without having overcome his own 
perplexity, he would destroy Catalonia. And would introduce his anarchic and very 
poor mentality, that is, his lack of mentality”

Jordi Pujol 1976. La Inmigración, Problema y Esperanza de Cataluña. Convergencia 
Democrática de Cataluña. 



…and into the 21st Century… 
“They are used to taking and appropriating everything that falls in their hands 
[…] If they were to give back everything they have subtracted from Catalonia, 
they could see themselves doomed to return and replace so many things that 
surely the essence of Spain would disappear, which is no more and no less 
than the sum of war booties, conquest rights and multiple annihilations.”

Carles Puigdemont, “L’Error [The Mistake].” El Punt 25/03/1995. 

“The same people who would go to work with the botijo [traditional earthenware 
pitcher] and the lunchbox and their breath smelling of cheap chorizo, were 
adequately transformed so they did not stink when they board the AVE [speed 
train]. Yes, they thought Spain was modern. But they were wrong”. 

Carles Puigdemon, “Pernils [Hams]”, El Punt 2/2/1997

Carles Puigdemont was President of the Catalan Government (2016-2017) 



…and into the 21st Century… 

“If current migration inflows continue, Catalonia will disappear. […]. 

…If I knew Blacks and Maghrebians all spoke Catalan, immigration 
would seem less problematic to me but I would not in the least think it 
would benefit us. I do not pretend a country should have a pure race 
but there is a genetic distribution in the Catalan population, which is 
statistically different to the Sub-Saharan population. There are many 
characteristics of the individual that are genetically determined and 
intelligence is one of them”.  

Enric Vila & Heribert Barrera, 2001. Què pensa Heribert Barrera? 

Heribert Barrera was President of the Catalan Parliament (1981-1984) and 
President of ERC (1991-1995). In 2000 he was awarded with the Honour
Medal of the Catalan Parliament.



…and into the 21st Century… 

”Heribert Barrera was right!”



…and into the 21st Century… 

“Catalans have more genetic proximity to the French than to the Spaniards, more to 
the Italians than to the Portuguese and a little bit to the Swiss. While Spaniards show 
more proximity to the Portuguese than to the Catalans and very little to the French. 
Curious…” 

Oriol Junqueras 2008. “Proximitats genètiques” 27/08/2008 Diario Avui
Oriol Junqueras is President of ERC since 2011 and was Vice-President of the Catalan Government (2016-
2017)

“They (Spaniards) have violence incrusted in their DNA” (Twitter 12 October 2017)

“Really, these people carry in the DNA all that is prohibiting, impugning, suspending” 
(Twitter 29 May 2019) 

Laura Borràs is President of the Catalan Parliament since 2021 and was candidate to the Catalan Presidency 
for Junts per Catalunya (Together for Catalonia) in the 2021 elections.



…and into the 21st Century… 

29 May 2018

“Really, these people carry in 
the DNA all that is prohibiting, 
impugning, suspending… We, 
tomorrow and every time that is 
necessary, to vote!” 

Laura Borràs was Conseller de Cultura (Ministry of Culture) 2018-2019, 

Candidate to the Catalan Presidency for Junts per Catalunya (Together for 

Cataloniain the 2021 ) Elections and President of the Catalan Parliament 

(2021-),  



Personal account 29 may 2018

“Thank goodness they put the 
word “pacifism”, for otherwise! 
They have violence incrusted in 
their DNA!” 

…and into the 21st Century… 



• https://www.abc.es/sociedad/abci-textos-contra-adoctrinamiento-
sancionado-docente-cataluna-201805142133_noticia.html



…and into the 21st Century… 
“Now you look at your country and see the beasts talking again. […]. 
Scavengers, vipers, hyenas. Beasts with human form…

They are here, among us. They are disgusted by any expression of 
Catalanness. It’s a sick phobia. There is something Freudian about 
these beasts. Or a small bump in their DNA strand. Poor individuals! 
They live in a country they ignore everything about:  they don't know 
its culture, its traditions, its history. […]. Everything that is not Spanish 
and in Spanish bounces off them.

They have names and surnames, the beasts. We all know some of 
them. Beasts abound. They live, they die and they multiply.”

Joaquim Torra, “La LLengua i les Besties” El Singular Digital 27/11/2008 
https://web.archive.org/web/20090326071644/http://www.elsingulardigital.cat:80/cat/not

ices/la_llengua_i_les_b_sties_30014.php

JoaquimTorra was President of the Catalan Government, 2018-2020

https://web.archive.org/web/20090326071644/http:/www.elsingulardigital.cat:80/cat/notices/la_llengua_i_les_b_sties_30014.php


(Not so) “subtle” forms of social categorization?

• Barcelona City Council Campaign against Gender Violence. November 
2019:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzv-XLJW39M

• TV3 (Catalan Public Television) Children’s Program: The monster says:  “I 
speak in Castilian because this way I seem more villain”. August 2021:

https://youtu.be/O3hd5-vx1Ww

• TV3 (Catalan Public Television Streaming Service). DIY program presenter 
turns to Castilian to impersonate a bicycle thief:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuaqlHmq5KI

• Etc… 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzv-XLJW39M
https://youtu.be/O3hd5-vx1Ww
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QuaqlHmq5KI

